MORGAN AEROMAX

DRIVEN AT HEART
DESIGN

Design makes a useful object desirable. The Aeromax is a balancing act of traditional and modern technology that makes modern driving easy.

A journey in an Aeromax will be unforgettable and stress-free. Its light weight makes it fast and remote.

The shapely form of the Aeromax and the re-used flying-buttock from the cockpit area gives a feeling of comfort and security. The Aeromax is safe for the crew and everyone who comes in contact with the car.

The Aeromax is a pure modern-styling design that is relevant to a new efficient type of car. The performance is combined with exceedingly low emissions of pollutants and low running costs.
Technology

Technology is embedded in every aspect of the Morgan's construction. The Morgan Motor Company's independent manufacture makes it possible to use some of the best in the world. The Boxer engine is the leading independent solutions, the 2.9-litre V6, and a range of automatic and manual gearboxes. The BorgWarner 465 frictionless systems and the supercharged, fully designed aluminum panels are all designed as leading modern technology.

Over the last 30 years, the experience of maintaining a car to world-class standards has led Morgan to some innovative solutions for every part of the company. These have been the result of the combination of traditional craftsmanship and advanced technology. The Morgan is, of course, the first bonded aluminum structure developed by Morgan for the Autoart Lightalloy offers unparalleled stiffness and rigidity.
TECHNOLOGY WITH SOUL

Every component, from the smallest screws to the most powerful engines, is meticulously crafted and assembled by hand. The result is a vehicle that combines the latest in technology with a timeless design. The interior is designed to be both practical and luxurious, with every detail carefully considered for your comfort and convenience.

The advanced suspension and braking systems ensure a smooth and stable ride. The instruments are easy to read and provide all the information you need to navigate the open road with confidence. The control module is sophisticated and intuitive, allowing you to customize your driving experience at the touch of a button.
Exterior options
- Side exhaust (cost)
- Park distance sensors (cost)
- Paint protection film (cost)
- Photographic build book (cost)
  Automatic
  Manual

Recommended exterior paint colours (metals):
- Black
- Dark grey
- Grey
- Silver
- Light blue
- Dark blue
- Red
- Maroon
- Burgundy
- Dark green
- Individual paint

Interior options
- Leather interior pleated
- Leather interior quilted
- Leather-covered steering wheel cover top
- Upholstered boot interior system with rough
- Seat navigation
- Fitted Schenken leather luggage, Casa cat
- Individual colour leather
- Carpet to match leather colour
- Individual colour stitch work

Optional wood colours:

Recommended leather colours: